Realizing One's Own Subjectivity: Assessors' Perceptions of the Influence of Training on Their Conduct of Workplace-Based Assessments.
Assessor training is essential for defensible assessments of physician performance, yet research on the effectiveness of training programs for promoting assessor consistency has produced mixed results. This study explored assessors' perceptions of the influence of training and assessment tools on their conduct of workplace-based assessments of physicians. In 2017, the authors used a constructivist grounded theory approach to interview 13 physician assessors about their perceptions of the effects of training and tool development on their conduct of assessments. Participants reported that training led them to realize that there is a potential for variability in assessors' judgments, prompting them to change their scoring and feedback behaviors to enhance consistency. However, many participants noted they had not substantially changed their numerical scoring. Nonetheless, most thought training would lead to increased standardization and consistency among assessors, highlighting a "standardization paradox" in which participants perceived a programmatic shift toward standardization but minimal changes in their own ratings. An "engagement effect" was also found in which participants involved in both tool development and training cited more substantial learnings than participants involved only in training. Findings suggest that training may help assessors recognize their own subjectivity when judging performance, which may prompt behaviors that support rigorous and consistent scoring but may not lead to perceptible changes in assessors' numeric ratings. Results also suggest that participating in tool development may help assessors align their judgments with the scoring criteria. Overall, results support the continued study of assessor training programs as a means of enhancing assessor consistency.